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World Premiere in Los Angeles: BMW M Motorsport unveils 
the BMW M Hybrid V8 in its race livery and announces 2023 
IMSA Season drivers.  
 

• BMW M Motorsport reveals its LMDh contender with a World Premiere 
event at the Petersen Museum in Los Angeles. 

• BMW M Hybrid V8 receives a futuristic design in BMW M colors for 
IMSA GTP. 

• Connor De Phillippi, Philipp Eng, Augusto Farfus and Nick Yelloly are 
core drivers, Colton Herta joins for Daytona. 

 
Los Angeles…The BMW M Hybrid V8 has arrived in North America and was 
presented to the public in its racing colors for the first time at a launch event 
at the Petersen Museum in Los Angeles (USA). The first prototype developed 
by BMW M Motorsport in 25 years, will sport an avant-garde livery which 
leverages the iconic BMW M colors when it competes in the GTP class of the 
IMSA WeatherTech SportsCar Championship in 2023. The four core drivers 
who will take their place at the wheel of the two BMW M Team RLL cars 
were also announced at the Petersen Museum. They are BMW M works 
drivers Connor De Phillippi (USA), Philipp Eng (AUT), Augusto Farfus (BRA) 
and Nick Yelloly (GBR). When the car makes its race debut at the 61st running 
of the Rolex 24 At Daytona (USA) on January 28-29, they will receive big-
name support from the IndyCar series driver Colton Herta (USA). 
 
Guests at the event in Los Angeles included BMW M CEO Franciscus van Meel, 
Head of BMW M Motorsport Andreas Roos, IMSA President John Doonan, and 
the owners of BMW M Team RLL, Bobby Rahal, David Letterman and Patrick 
Lanigan.  
 
Franciscus van Meel said: “We are proud that, parallel to the 50th birthday of 
BMW M, we are returning to the big motorsport stage with the BMW M Hybrid 
V8. We are delighted that this adventure begins in North America, the most 
important international market for BMW M GmbH. After all, the BMW M Hybrid 
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V8 is more than just a race car, it is paving the way for an electric future for 
BMW M, by emphatically demonstrating how dynamic and emotional electrified 
M Power can be.” 
 
Andreas Roos: “Being back in the top class of motorsport and battling for 
overall victories at such legendary races as Daytona, Sebring and Road Atlanta 
in 2023 is both a major challenge and huge motivation for everyone at BMW M 
Motorsport. We have worked very hard in recent months to get the BMW M 
Hybrid V8 ready for racing in a short time. Thank you to all our partners at 
Dallara, BMW M Team RLL, our development team RMG, and BMW Group 
Designworks for the fantastic support with assembling, developing and testing 
the car. The BMW M Hybrid V8 is a beautiful race car. It is now our job to make it 
fast. We are working towards achieving this goal day by day and are confident 
that we will be ready in January when we really get down to business for the 
first time at Daytona.” 
 
BMW M Team RLL Principal Bobby Rahal said: “There is no doubt that we 
understand and appreciate the level of commitment and dedication it will take 
on the part of RLL to be successful in this new venture. BMW M Motorsport is 
providing us with a great car, great engine and great driver lineup, of which we 
are very pleased. We understand the scope of the challenge in front of us and 
look forward to meeting it head on. As has been the case before, the level of 
cooperation and teamwork has been tremendous. Being in on the ground floor 
certainly gives our personnel good insight into the car from the beginning. I’ve 
learned long ago that you temper your expectations. Yes, you have hopes and 
you know you will be ultimately successful, but, as with any new car program, 
there are unforeseen circumstances that can work in your favor or work against 
you. For RLL, it’s a matter of being prepared for either.” 
 
The BMW M Hybrid V8 has begun its extensive testing schedule in the U.S.A. 
earlier this week with a test at Sebring International Raceway. The test car will 
also be on public display at the upcoming Petit Le Mans IMSA season finale. 
 
Two topics were in the spotlight at the Petersen Museum reveal: The world 
premiere of the design and racing livery of the BMW M Hybrid V8 and the 
presentation of the four core drivers and one of the additional drivers for the 
endurance races. 
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Design and Race Livery of the BMW M Hybrid V8 
 
Like the camouflage livery adorning the BMW M Hybrid V8 during the testing 
phase, the design of the livery for the 2023 racing season also comes from 
BMW Group Designworks under the program leadership of Michael Scully, 
Global Director, Automotive and Advanced Design. The works livery represents 
a significant departure from the heritage-based “Icons of IMSA” camouflage 
with a future-facing coat of arms comprised of modern, bold, fractal blocks of 
the iconic M colors and the M logo. “These elements have been deconstructed 
to form what at first might appear to be an abstract triangular pattern across 
the BMW M Hybrid V8, but when viewed from the side, the M logo clicks right 
into place. – M reconstructed, if you will.” Scully explained.  
 
The design also features “Mbedded” references to the BMW logo, and utilizes 
both blue and purple elements to pronounce the natural colors of electricity. 
Additionally, the works livery carries BMW M Motorsport’s now-signature matte 
black extension ahead of the cockpit beneath the driver’s side of the 
windscreen; thereby extending BMW’s interior design hallmark of driver 
orientation to the exterior of the car for enhanced driver focus. In fact, on the 
race-ready cars this non-reflective matt element will be the only black foil on 
the car, as all other black areas shown at the launch will remain in their native 
carbon fiber finish. “This measure allows us to reduce weight by 25 to 30 
percent compared to a conventional livery for race cars.  Less is more.” said 
Scully.  
 
The debut of the BMW M Hybrid V8’s works livery also gives the first chance to 
see the car’s surfaces in un-camouflaged guise and to identify aspects of the 
design, which may have been previously obscured. The layout of the laser-lit 
kidneys coincides with the open, flow-through architecture of a modern 
prototype race car, and the air which passes beneath and through them is 
fundamental to the aerodynamic performance of the car; both in terms of 
cooling, but also for efficiency of downforce. The front of the car invokes the 
faceted hood, nested BMW logo, and inverted ‘Y’ configuration between the 
kidneys of the BMW M Vision Next and is a great example of BMW’s showcars 
informing not only the production cars, but also the race cars. These elements, 
flanked by signature twin headlights on each side, make the front of the car 
unmistakably a BMW.  
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The kidneys’ lighting uses an exciting new technology: Innovative Swiss 
company L.E.S.S. SA has developed a new approach as an alternative to LED 
lighting where light is generated by a nano-active optical fiber trigged by a 
laser. This provides ultra-bright and ultra-uniform light within a very small form 
factor such that it considerably saves weight and energy when embedded onto 
a car. This technology was also presented as a future vision for the first time in 
the BMW M Vision Next in 2019.  
 
Transitioning around the side of the car, other BMW icons become apparent; the 
forward-leaning shark nose, the boomerang-shaped guide vane just behind the 
front wheel arch that recalls the BMW M4’s air breather design, the M mirrors 
and a modern interpretation of the Hofmeister kink. The sidepod carries a 
defined diagonal feature line which punctuates the radiused surface above it 
and at the same time also helps define the requisite front diffuser airflow exit. 
“A perfect example of the interdependence between BMW design DNA and 
dedicated efficiency which makes racing projects like this so engaging.” said 
Scully.  
 
Drivers 
 
The four core drivers for the 2023 IMSA Season are Connor De Phillippi, Philipp 
Eng, Augusto Farfus and Nick Yelloly. They will drive the two BMW M Hybrid 
V8s, with start numbers 24 and 25, at all of the season’s races. De Phillippi and 
Yelloly will form one pairing, with Eng and Farfus teaming up in the other. They 
will receive support at the four IMSA endurance races at Daytona, Sebring, 
Watkins Glen and Road Atlanta (all USA). One man who will be involved in the 
24 Hours of Daytona is IndyCar driver Colton Herta. He is one of the stars of the 
American racing scene and celebrated victory at Daytona together with BMW M 
Team RLL in 2019 – with the BMW M8 GTE in the GTLM class. The remaining 
endurance drivers will be announced at a later date. 
 
De Phillippi: “Since the GTP project was announced, it has been a dream of 
mine to be part of the program. I know we are all eager to deliver championship 
results for BMW at the top level of IMSA competition.”  
 
Eng: “It is an honour for me to have been given this unique opportunity. I am 
really looking forward to the challenge and am grateful to BMW M Motorsport 
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for the trust they have put in me. I will never forget my first laps in the BMW M 
Hybrid V8. It is a thoroughbred race car with a huge amount of performance 
and power. It reminds me of the Class 1 cars in the DTM. It will be great fun to 
drive it at the IMSA racetracks.”  
 
Yelloly: “After my first outings at Daytona and Sebring, it is fantastic to now 
contest the full season in North America – and in this awesome car. For me, it is 
a return to my roots with high-downforce race cars. I am really looking forward 
to it.”  
 
Farfus: “To represent BMW M Motorsport again at the top level, and to be 
involved in the start of this new era of motorsport, is a unique opportunity and a 
great honour for me. This exciting project is one of the highlights of my career. 
The opposition is very strong and we will learn a lot in our first year. However, I 
think we have everything in place to achieve good results from the start. We are 
definitely working hard to make that possible.” 
 
 
Data on the chassis of the BMW M Hybrid V8. 
 

Length 5,100 mm / 200.8 inches 
Width 2,000 mm / 78.7 inches 
Wheelbase 3,150 mm / 124.0 inches 
Minimum weight 1,030 kg / 2,271 lbs. 

 
 
Technical data on the P66/3 engine of the BMW M Hybrid V8. 
 

Type V-shaped Otto four-stroke twin-turbo engine 
Capacity 3,999 cc 
Number of cylinders 8 
Cylinder design Cast aluminium cylinder block and cylinder head,  

cylinder lining as iron layer in LDS procedure 
V angle 90 ° 
Bore 93 mm 
Stroke 73.6 mm 
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Cylinder spacing 102 mm 
Valves per cylinder 4 
Engine speed max. 8,200 rpm 
Output (regulated) approx. 640 hp 
Torque approx. 650 Nm / 479 lb-ft. 
Injection High-pressure direct injection at 350 bar / 5,076 psi 
Oil system Dry sump system with six-cell oil drain pump and oil 

tank 
 
Media Contact. 
 
Andrea Schwab  
Spokesperson BMW M  
Phone: +49 (0) 151 601 60988  
Email: Andrea.Schwab@bmw.de 
 
Thomas Plucinsky 
BMW Group Product Communications 
Phone: +1 201 406 48 01 
Email: thomas.plucinsky@bmwna.com  
 
Bill Cobb 
BMW NA Motorsport Press Officer 
Phone: +1 215 431 72 23 
Email: billcobbcommunications@yahoo.com  
 
Media Website.  
www.press.bmwgroup.com/global 
 
BMW M Motorsport on the Web. 
Website: www.bmw-motorsport.com 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/bmwmotorsport 
Instagram: www.instagram.com/bmwmotorsport 
Twitter: www.twitter.com/bmwmotorsport 
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